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1. Facilities Are Mission Critical: Overview
K12 school districts assume a wide variety of

This means that K12 facility management and safety

responsibilities and activities that require suitable,

and security professionals (i.e., "FM professionals")**

productive, and safe working, learning, and

must overcome the daily challenges that often hinder

recreational environments. You only have to imagine

the effective planning, managing, operating, and

a school district without its facilities—its buildings,

improving of their property portfolios. They also

grounds, athletic amenities, playgrounds, assets, and

need to improve their capabilities and processes for

infrastructure—to quickly appreciate their indispensable

protecting people, buildings, infrastructure, grounds,

role in supporting the district’s overall objectives.

and assets—all using limited budgets and resources.

In short, facilities are mission critical, as are the
professionals who manage and protect them.

These are not small tasks. In fact, they can seem
overwhelming when considering the magnitude, breadth,

Although every K12 school district is guided

and complexity of most K12 school district facility

by its own unique mission statement,

portfolios. The reality is that these challenges have

common themes often include:

become even greater in recent years as scrutiny increases

•

Educating students to reach their maximum potential;

over student-teacher ratios, safety and security practices,

•

Preparing students for higher education
and the workforce; and

‘save time, save money, save lives, and save the planet.’

•

Enabling students to compete and succeed in
diverse and changing local and global societies.

Facilities* play a vital role in achieving K12 missions.
Convictions to create safe, quality learning
environments are often listed as strategic elements
for fulfilling on school district mission statements.
* Because facility management teams are responsible beyond building
interiors, for the purposes of this document, the terms “facilities” and
“property” should be thought to include buildings, temporary buildings,
grounds, athletic amenities, playgrounds, infrastructure, safety/security
systems, technology, and all associated assets, etc. (both indoors and
outdoors)—all the resources for which K12 facility management and
safety and security (FM) professionals are typically responsible.

funding referendums, and sustainability in an era of

To address these growing challenges, many K12 school
districts are turning to facilities GIS (geographic
information system) solutions. This technology
brings the visualization, analytical, and reporting
power of GIS to facility management professionals.
Facilities GIS is unique in that it uses location as
the organizing principle for creating order out of
**Facility management is a profession that encompasses multiple
disciplines to ensure the functionality of the built environment by
integrating people, place, process and technology. Core competencies
include operations and maintenance, emergency preparedness,
project management, and real estate/property management, among
others (http://www.ifma.org/about/what-is-facility-management). For
the purposes of this paper, the term "facility management," and its
abbreviation, "FM," will encompass all such multidisciplinary roles and
responsibilities.

"An unmistakable link exists between the condition of the physical environments where children learn and their academic
achievement. America’s schools are in urgent need of repair, and as a result, the poor condition of school facilities has an impact on
student learning. It is essential to provide learning environments that are conducive to learning in order for the nation’s children to
be successful academically."
Dr. Daniel M. Seaton And Dr. Shirley A. Turner, "Building Condition And Student Achievement:
The Paradox," CEFPI Educational Facility Planner, vol. 48, issue 1.
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Facilities GIS Fundamentals
What is a GIS?
complex FM information. This new approach to facility

A geographic information system (GIS) is a versatile
and powerful technology platform that organizes
information about the world as layers of data linked
together by location. It is designed to capture, integrate,
manage, analyze, and display all forms of geographically
referenced information at any scale, helping users better
understand relationships, patterns, and trends. GIS is
essential to understanding what is happening (and what
will happen) in geographic space. Once we understand,
we can better prepare and respond.

management—managing geographically—is already
transforming the way K12 organizations operate.
First, this white paper discusses the value of GIS-based
facility management and public safety technology
solutions from the perspectives of four school districts
in the United States:

Los Angeles Unified School
District (LAUSD), California

•

Puyallup School District
(PSD), Washington
Charleston County School
District (CCSD), South Carolina

Operations
& Maintenance

“Manage”

NTERPRISE
S
TE

“See”
Facilities
GIS Platform

AU

OR

T

H

Next, we will:

& ACC ES

•

Further define facilities GIS;

Safety &
Security

•

Review the technology's essential
benefits to K12 school districts, including
the value of existing data and systems.

“Protect”

Finally, we will look at how facilities GIS supports three
mission-critical aspects of the facility lifecycle:
•

Portfolio Management: Identifying, inventorying,
analyzing, and managing property assets, owned
or leased, and optimizing portfolio performance.

•

Operations & Maintenance: Optimizing use
of space, grounds, and assets while efficiently
and sustainably managing and maintaining
facilities and infrastructure (indoors and
outdoors)—all while reducing lifecycle costs.

•

Safety & Security: Proactively and effectively
securing and protecting people, property, and assets.

Facilities GIS consumes and shares data
from many sources representing scales
from macro (e.g., district, campus) to
micro (e.g., individual buildings, floors,
“Plan”
spaces). It georeferences not only
building footprints, but also floor
plans, assets, and other FM data, and
then uses location as the organizing
principle to create order out of this
complex information. As a result, facilities
GIS provides the systemic reference,
intelligence, integration, and interaction so often
absent in other systems of record.

Portfolio
Management
S
TEM
YS

•

What is a "Facilities GIS?"

AT
A

•

S

D

Beaufort County School District
(BCSD), South Carolina

CONN
EC

•

Learn more about facilities GIS in Section 3 on page 19.

What About My Existing Data &
Systems?
As an integrative technology, instead of replacing existing
software investments, a facilities GIS works collaboratively
with incumbent data and systems like CAD, BIM, EAM,
CAFM, CMMS, IWMS, CCTV*, access control, scheduling,
and a vast array of related applications. By georeferencing
floor plans and other FM data to their real-world
locations, K12 facility managers gain a more complete and
accurate understanding of their portfolios.
Learn more about streamlining and increasing the value
of data and incumbent systems in Section 4 on page 21.
* CAD (computer aided design/drafting); BIM (building
information modeling); EAM (enterprise asset management);
CAFM (computer aided facility management); CMMS
(computerized maintenance management system); IWMS
(integrated workplace management system); CCTV (closed circuit
television)
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2. K12 Challenges & Facilities GIS Solutions
When we picture K12 school districts, we see people—

•

Long-term master planning that addresses
evolving changes in pedagogy, technology, student
population, academic standards, viability of existing
facilities, and available/projected funding;

•

Scheduling and assigning classrooms, spaces,
and venues in schools, administrative
buildings, auditoriums, and athletic
facilities for optimal space utilization;

•

Managing and maintaining assets—
not only within buildings, but outdoors,
both above and below ground;

•

Planning and managing capital
budgets and projects; and

•

Developing and sharing emergency action
plans and operations information with school
district and public safety personnel.

the learners themselves and the people who support
that learning. We must also consider the physical
environment of campuses, buildings, and grounds. These
entities and their component parts have exterior and
interior spatial footprints, multiple dimensions, lifecycles,
temporal signatures, and socioeconomic relationships.
K12 property portfolios are more than just facilities,
assets, grounds, and supporting infrastructure. They
also represent the:
•

Commitment to achieving a school
district’s mission statement;

•

Community of people who use them;

•

Trust of the community that their children will
be safe while in the care of the school district;

•

Primary nutritional resource for thousands of
children who qualify for school lunch programs;

•

Body of knowledge they help disseminate to
students through their nurturing environments;

•

Funding needed from state and local sources
and communities to create healthy learning,
playing, and working environments.

As living and dynamic entities, K12 school districts
grow, change, and require oversight for planning,
management, protection, and sustainability.
From classrooms to athletic fields, K12 FM
organizations are responsible for:
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•

The stewardship of the entire property
portfolio, which is usually the second largest
financial component of the district’s budget;

•

Providing inviting, modern, safe, and appealing
schools and grounds that attract students, teachers,
and staff, and build confidence in the community;

•

Developing, operating, maintaining, and protecting
a diverse real estate portfolio and underlying
infrastructure over a long period of time;

The list continues, but this paper will focus on some
of the most prevalent FM challenges that K12 school
districts face today, including:
1. Funding, Resources, & the Need to Do More with
Less: Staying ahead of—and finding—funding is often
the primary challenge for most public school districts.
2. Disparate Data/Systems & Information Accuracy
& Accessibility: K12 school districts are often
challenged in grasping the complete picture of their
property portfolios because data is stored in siloed
departments and isolated systems.
3. Space Planning & Utilization: Whether a district's
student populations are increasing or declining,
an accurate understanding of space utilization is
essential to ensuring the purposeful use of every
square foot.
4. Increasing Threats that Demand Better Safety &
Security: In the wake of past tragedies, the lessons
learned from them, and the technologies now
available, our communities are telling us there are no
excuses for being ill-prepared.

The Value of Facilities GIS to K12 School Districts

2.1. Challenge: Funding, Resources &
the Need to Do More with Less
Staying ahead of—and finding—funding is often the
primary challenge for most public school districts.

About Charleston County School District (CCSD),
South Carolina

•

Mission: The mission of the Charleston
County School District is to increase student
achievement overall and close achievement
gaps in order to prepare all students to compete
in a global economy and make a positive
contribution to our community and nation.

•

Focus Areas Include Innovative
Schools & Systems: Today’s world
demands placing an emphasis on
innovation, data and communications
systems, technology, and choice.

•

Portfolio: CCSD manages 84 schools (8.9
million square feet) across 1,000 square miles
of coastal lands, serving more than 49,800
students; the district owns 1,593 acres.

Educational programs change frequently, creating
the need for renovations to existing structures and
infrastructure to accommodate new technologies,
curricula, testing requirements, and teaching approaches.
Student populations are changing, as are teacherstudent ratios, creating shifting demand for existing
space as well as renovation and new construction.
As student concentrations shift, there is also a need
to close some schools and replace them with new
buildings in other areas of a district. While the process
of estimating the cost of new construction can be
more straightforward, many school districts struggle
to effectively budget for the decades of upkeep,
maintenance, repair, and renovation required
to keep existing facilities viable. Ultimately, this
forces deferment of essential FM projects.

2.1.1. Knowing What We Own (CCSD)
“We need to help our district leaders better understand
the level of funding required for us to meet their
expectations of our facilities,” says Sean Hughes,
Director of Operational Planning at the Charleston
County School District (CCSD) in South Carolina.
“Our schools need to last at least 50 years, which
spans two major systems overhauls. We just don’t
have enough resources to keep our buildings in good
shape because the expectation levels for maintenance
compared to funding levels simply don’t line up.”
CCSD knows they have 84 schools, but it’s
been harder to grasp the scale of all the

CCSD top-level facility site map.

parts and pieces. “It helps to know what we own,”
continues Hughes. “A facilities GIS will help us
quickly gain an accurate scope of what we actually have. And we can use map-based visualizations to better
communicate the magnitude of our portfolio to decision makers. We are much more optimistic about getting
the necessary budgets if we can SHOW them what we have—it gives the leadership team assurance that
they are seeing an accurate picture of our capital needs so they can more confidently pursue funding.”
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2.1.2. The Need to Do More with Less
(LAUSD)
“Day to day, the biggest challenge we face has to be
catastrophic budget cuts,” said Tchie Tao when he

About Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD),
California

•

Mission: The teachers, administrators, and
staff of the Los Angeles Unified School District
believe in the equal worth and dignity of all
students and are committed to educating
all students to their maximum potential.

•

District Strategies Include: Providing a portfolio
of high quality schools for youth, families,
and communities; ensuring a safe, caring,
and nurturing environment for all youth; and
operating an effective, efficient, and transparent
organization that inspires public trust.

•

Portfolio: Spread over 720 square miles, LAUSD
serves more than 640,000 students. The
district manages 750 physical properties that
include 14,000 typical buildings (permanent
and temporary) and 7,000 additional structures
(lunch shelters, shade shelters, and enclosures),
adding up to 75 million square feet.

was the Director Facilities Technology Services at the
LAUSD in California. “The leadership of our operations
and maintenance organization conveyed ‘that in an
environment of cutbacks where we need to do more with
less, we could not afford to have people driving back
and forth to central offices to find the data they need to
do their jobs.’ Our district is 720 square miles, so all that
driving is not only time-consuming, but quite costly.”
One thing LAUSD is already doing to combat this is
putting mobile tablets and applications into the hands
of its field personnel. “Our facilities GIS is now not
only a tool to present data after it’s collected, it’s also
a map-driven application for collecting data,” said Tao.
This process replaces the previous workflow where
field personnel had to hand-write data from their
survey results onto lengthy forms. “When the paper
data was brought back in, we had to hire clerks
to key in the data,” continued Tao. “The added
complication was that the handwriting on the forms
was not always legible, and there was often confusion
about what someone was actually talking about.
“Now our field personnel are able to update our datadriven facilities GIS with their survey information
directly from their mobile tablets. And our experience is
that this just would not have worked without the map
interface,” added Tao. “The new workflow is already
saving us time, reducing travel and staffing costs, and
allowing us to use our limited resources more efficiently.”

2.1.3. Lost Savings (PSD)

LAUSD worked with an outside vendor to develop a mobile facilities
condition assessment tool.

“Funding is always a big challenge,” says Brian
Devereux, Director of Facilities Planning at PSD in Washington state. “If we have buildings that are inefficient—
whether it be energy usage or space utilization—then we’re not fully capitalizing on those facilities. That equates to
lost savings that further compound our existing budget challenges. Because our data is siloed within departments
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and databases, sharing and using our information
to combat these inefficiencies is difficult.”
Puyallup School District reached the point where they

About Puyallup School District, Washington (PSD)

•

Mission: The Puyallup School District,
in partnership with our diverse
communities, educates and inspires
students to reach their full potential.

•

Beliefs Include: Provide students and
staff a safe and supportive learning and
working environment; demonstrate
accountability to all stakeholders.

•

Portfolio: PSD manages 21 elementary schools,
seven junior high schools, three comprehensive
senior high schools, and one alternative
school (2.6 million square feet), all of which
serve more than 22,250 students. The district
spans 54 square miles and owns 620 acres.

knew they needed a platform that would break down
the data silos. The district needed a system people
could log into, find information, and see it visually
on maps. “We are implementing our facilities GIS in
phases,” says Devereux. “As we do, we are bringing
information together—connecting the silos—to reduce
redundancy and create benefit from the work that
our peers are doing. This comprehensive view of our
portfolio will help us combat those inefficiencies that
cost us money. Our facilities GIS will help ensure
that our data is accurate as we pull together bond
proposals—it will even allow us present the information
visually in ways that are easier to understand. We
expect our facilities GIS will help us reduce costs over
time, and that’s a really good thing for the district.”

About Beaufort County School District (BCSD)

•

Mission: The Beaufort County School
District, through a personalized learning
approach, will prepare graduates to
compete and succeed in an ever-changing
global society and career marketplace.

•

Vision: We will work with families and
our diverse community to ensure that
students perform at an internationally
competitive level in a learning environment
that is safe, nurturing, and engaging.

•

Portfolio: BCSD manages 40 buildings
(4 million square feet), serving 20,000+
students across 827 square miles; 950
acres is under district ownership.

2.1.4. Project Deferrals (BCSD)
“Keeping track of when things need to happen for
capital planning is a big challenge—whether it be new
construction, renovation, maintenance, or repair. With
budget constraints, our long-term projects are getting
deferred for too long,” says Carol Crutchfield, Planning
Coordinator for the Beaufort County School District
(BCSD) Facilities Planning & Construction Department in
South Carolina.

BCSD stormwater infrastructure assessment visualization & reporting.
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“We needed a better system to provide accurate
information to drive our five-year plans to
ensure that the money will be there when the
time comes to implement our projects.”

K12 school districts are often challenged in grasping
the complete picture of their property portfolios. That’s

At the outset of implementation in 2013, when the
BCSD team worked on a project, they could find the
information they needed in their facilities GIS, see the
site, look inside the buildings, and visualize what was
going on in a matter of minutes compared to the hours
it would have taken to find the correct drawings or
physically visit sites. “Having a centralized, consolidated
view of our buildings and assets

2.2. Challenge: Disparate Data &
Information Accuracy & Accessibility

presented

on a map dramatically

because data is usually stored in siloed departments and
isolated systems, making it nearly impossible to present
the complex interdependencies found in the built
environment. Some data is electronic, and some is on
paper. In fact, some of the information resides only in the
minds of longtime personnel who will eventually depart
from the organization leaving behind critical knowledge
gaps. There is a great need to capture that institutional
knowledge and unify the information centrally
so that authorized stakeholders can more

improves communications

easily see, understand, and interact with it.

and decision support as
we pursue much needed

2.2.1. Siloed Departments & Data (PSD)

funding,” says Crutchfield.

“It’s really difficult to effectively share and
utilize facility data that is maintained not

BCSD is now beginning to

only within siloed departments, but also in

implement data that will allow

separate systems,” says

them to track the ages of
buildings and assets to help

Brian Devereux,

them with capital planning. “If

PSD. “We even have

a school was built twenty years

duplicate information
being managed in

ago, you know you’re going to

different systems with no

need a new roof soon,” continues
Crutchfield. In fact, one of the
first facilities GIS layers BCSD

PSD door lock status in
context on a floor plan on a map.

implemented was to track roof

cues as to which data is current.
“I’ll give you an example. I had

leaks. “Repair and replacement projects can only be

a meeting with the academic leadership about

deferred so often—at some point you have to do them.

classroom assignments. I arrived with my paper

HVAC and other assets have lifecycles, and being able

map that I picked up at the school.” Devereux had

to track asset conditions, maintenance frequency, and

to go to the school specifically to find out how

other pertinent data through our facilities GIS is going

he could track down the information available

to be most helpful in capital planning going forward.”

for how they are using their classroom space.
“When I arrived at the meeting, a leadership member
had brought a similar paper map, but it was different
than mine. And we did not know which one was current.
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This is a perfect example that put a spotlight on why

authorized to see them, which will keep us working from

we need a unifying system. A system we can all access,

the same, consistent information all the time. Using

that brings together all relevant information sources, and

this approach, we will get more out of the investments

leaves little question about data currency and accuracy.”

we’ve already made in other software programs.”

Puyallup foresees their facilities GIS as an integrative

2.2.2. Record Keeping (LAUSD)

platform that will help improve data integrity and
teamwork. “As we begin bringing information together in
our facilities GIS, we know we'll be reducing redundancy
and resolving communication problems,” says Devereux.
“I’m thrilled about the idea of going to meetings leaving
the paper maps behind. We'll be able to hook up a
projector and put our maps up on the wall with full
confidence that we’re drawing from current data.
“Within our own department, we have two different
office locations,” continues Devereux. “With our facilities
GIS, we will know that we're both looking at the same
information whether we are meeting in person or via phone,

“From a high level, I think the fundamental problem
we’re trying to answer here is that record keeping
at a school district, especially as large as LA Unified,
with over 600,000 children and almost 100,000
employees, is extremely difficult,” said Tchie Tao,
LAUSD. “The added complication is that today’s
K12 school environment is different than it was 50
years ago. Today, we have charter schools that may
occupy a portion of the school campus. And there are
choice programs where K12 is splitting up into smaller
educational communities, tracking students into magnets
or specialized technical, arts, and other programs.

email, or screen sharing. Whatever the communication
method is, the notion of creating a single go-to place
for our information is really exciting—and necessary.”
Devereux goes on to discuss some additional value of
aggregating data from disparate systems. “We have
so many systems, when I need information from an
application I rarely use, it could take me a half an hour to
find it, whereas it might take five minutes for someone
who knows that software. By using our facilities GIS as
the primary interface into these separate applications,
I will only need to learn and access one software
system, which will become a significant time saver.
“We’re not necessarily replacing our existing systems

LAUSD's Site Portal application allows users to search under a
variety of variables and return the results on a map.

either,” adds Devereux. “The facilities GIS can sit on
top of them to aggregate both geospatial and nongeospatial information and provide map-based views
that will be easier to interact with and understand. We
already see how it's going to help us find the holes or
errors in our data so we can update accordingly. And
these updates will be instantly accessible to everyone

“Our district has struggled with tabular record keeping
for all of that,” continued Tao. “With over 750 campuses,
if you just look at a list of schools, it’s really meaningless.
It’s very difficult for people to understand that a given
campus may hold several separate school organizations
or several individual principals, each with their own
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challenges. If you were to ask five organizations in

roof only to have to tear it up six months later when

our district how many schools we have, you’d get five

the new HVAC equipment needs to be installed.

different answers. With tabular record keeping, there are
any one of a dozen versions of the truth in most cases.

“Another example would be around playground
replacement,” adds Otto. “We need to know if

“But a map is a map, and the building footprint outlines

there’s utility work planned before we replace

are the outlines,” said Tao. “Once you start organizing

a playground to avoid having to rip up the new

against location, things seem to magically fall into

playground to get to the utilities. When we look

place for people because it’s so easy for them to

at tabular documentation of where projects are

visualize. It’s been a highly effective tool for us so far.”

taking place, it starts to get to get vague, less datadriven, and more subject to interpretation.

“We’ve made tremendous
strides in getting our

“When we put a map in

information accurate.

front of people, those 50

By using location as the

buildings become much

organizing principle, we

easier to identify. To get

can keep track of what

down to the granular levels

we have, where things

of building locations is very

are, what’s being done

challenging without the map

where and by whom, and

visualization,” continues Otto.

how it’s being paid for,”
says Stefan Otto, Senior

“We plan to expand the

Technical Project Manager

use of our facilities GIS to

with Facilities Technology

project planning. Whenever

Services at LAUSD.

someone is planning a
project, they won’t just be

An ancillary aspect of
understanding all this

At LAUSD, documents related to a geographical location
are automatically displayed.

information is the new

writing a long description
anymore; they’re going to
be presented with a map

potential to incorporate project scheduling into LAUSD’s

where they will select the buildings involved in the

facilities GIS. “Let’s say we have a multi-million-dollar

project, and tag them in the database. In this scenario,

project to re-roof some buildings at a school that has

the map becomes a shared visual tool we can all

more than 50 facilities,” continues Otto. “The project

organize around,” says Otto. “By turning layers on and

records only say we need to re-roof 25 buildings, which

off, different stakeholders will be able to see what’s

is not insignificant—it’s half the buildings on that campus.

going on and digest that information more readily
through the graphical nature of our presentations.”

“At the same time, there will likely be a bunch
of other projects in the works, like replacing air
conditioning units, for example. Without knowing
precisely which buildings we’re re-roofing, we stand
the real possibility of spending money on the new
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2.2.3. Data Accessibility (LAUSD)
“This is a broad problem even outside of K12 facility
management, but let’s say you have a contractor or
project team come in and build or retrofit something.

The Value of Facilities GIS to K12 School Districts

Afterwards, the maintenance folks are challenged in

“A lot of times, the documents were still at the

making sure they are staying up to date with what’s

architect’s office for projects that were done 10 years

been installed,” says Stefan Otto of LAUSD. “This is

ago,” continues Crutchfield. “We didn’t have this

a massive logistical effort where we’re dealing with

department 10 years ago. Which means sometimes

tens of thousands of documents, like warranties,

we had documents and sometimes we didn’t.”

operating manuals, and things of that nature.”
“Organizing our documents forced us to go out
“A larger high school project could be several dozen

and seek what was missing. That prompted us

buildings on a multi-acre campus,” continues Otto.

to create or gather as-built floor plans for our

“Each building has specific systems and infrastructure

facilities. Not only do we now have 100% of our

associated with it, leaving behind boxes packed

facilities’ as-built floor plans documented, but

with maintenance manuals. A lot of times when

we can also find them,” says Crutchfield.

we’re in an environment of budget cuts, record
keeping is deemed non-essential, and we’re left
to deal with it only when a problem shows up.”

BCSD document management before.

LAUSD is planning to set up a simple interface into
their facilities GIS that lets project managers and
contractors click on the map for the location where
they just installed equipment, and upload the manuals
directly into the system. “We want to let both project
managers and general contractors upload directly
using spatial tagging,” says Otto. “Then we will know
exactly where these electronic documents are being
kept. The idea is for our field teams to be able to
retrieve the documentation on site via mobile devices
instead of losing time driving back to an office to get
the manuals or warranty files they need. The potential
for time and cost savings here is significant.”

2.2.4. Document Management (BCSD)
Every structure, building, or renovation in BCSD
carries dozens of related files like floor plans, contracts,
warranty information, operations and maintenance
manuals, repair work dates, and capital improvement
plans related to projects. “We had a bit of a mess on
our hands, and no system for checking anything in or
out,” says Carol Crutchfield of BCSD. “If someone was
working on an electrical system, they would have to

BCSD document management after.

come in to scrounge up documents. And we would have
no way of knowing if they ever brought them back.”
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“We have our scanned and electronic documents

ensure that every square foot of space is being used

organized in a Dropbox account,” Crutchfield continues.

appropriately to avoid space-related renovation and new

“And we’ve now linked that Dropbox account to our

construction costs before they are actually necessary.

facilities GIS, so when you select a building on the map,
not only are you seeing accurate floor plans on the map,
you get instant access to all the documents relevant to that
particular school facility. This is an immense time-saver,
and for us, saving time usually equates to saving money.”

2.3. Challenge: Effective Space Planning
& Utilization

2.3.1. Understanding Existing Facilities (BCSD)
BCSD needed to better understand how their facilities
were originally built compared to how they are
now being used—teacher assignments, grade level
assignments, room function (e.g., lab vs. classroom), and
whether spaces are private or public. “The way buildings
were constructed 30+ years ago was for a different
mode of instruction,” says Carol Crutchfield, BCSD.

Facilities and classrooms impact student education.

“If we better understand the space we have and the

Which is why K12 school districts want to provide

condition it’s in, we can make smarter decisions about

supportive and collaborative learning environments

how to best use our facilities now and into the future.”

not just for the students, but also for the teachers
instructing in those spaces. But we can’t manage what
we can’t measure, and it’s difficult to measure what

BCSD now has 100% of their facility as-built floor plans
documented in their facilities GIS solution. “This is

we can’t see. Many school districts are still working

important because we change how we assign our spaces

from outdated blueprints and floor plans that do

every year,” continues Crutchfield. “Being able to see how

not reflect the as-built environment. Often times,

a space was designed compared to how it is actually being

these paper records are difficult to keep track of and

used will help our facility management department make

are certainly difficult to share with the stakeholders
that may need access for various reasons.

informed decisions that help improve space utilization.”

More effective, accurate approaches to space planning

For example, most BCSD buildings have been renovated

and utilization are needed. As calls for lower studentteacher ratios grow louder and more frequent,
space utilization can sometimes make the difference
between overcrowded classrooms and those where
the ratio creates better learning conditions. In this
climate of “do more with less,” it is also important to

since the 1980’s to bring special education classes
back into the mainstream school community. Some
classrooms have their own bathrooms. “Often times
we’ll find other classes assigned to these spaces when
the special education students could really use the
facilities available in these rooms,” says Crutchfield. “We

BCSD space data visualized on the map.
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are gearing up now to use our facilities GIS to see room

Puyallup is implementing its facilities GIS in stages, with

assignments within buildings on the map to help us

their first phase focused on safety and security. But they

determine where we can better utilize space. If we can

have a vision for where to apply it next. “As you can

optimize space utilization and delay new construction

imagine, understanding exactly how our buildings are

or renovation, it saves money for the district.”

being utilized and their true capacity would be a huge

2.3.2. Getting More Out of Existing Space
(PSD)
A few years back, the Washington Supreme Court ruled
that the state was not meeting its need to fund basic

benefit. We have not applied our facilities GIS to this
yet, but as we implement the system, it’s easy to see
the considerable potential for space management,” says
Devereux. “Having a better sense of how our buildings
are being used—more specifically how the rooms within
our buildings are being used—is

education. Since then, there has been a continued effort

of high interest. We keep

from the state legislature to ramp up funding to meet

tabs on it now, but how we

the Supreme Court’s requirements.

go about it is inefficient. The

One of the changes PSD has had

facilities GIS, when applied

to make is transitioning half-day

to space management,

kindergarten to all-day classes.

is going to make this
process much easier and

The 2014/2015 school year

the data more accurate.”

was the first year Puyallup
held all-day kindergarten

2.3.3. Inefficient Space
Utilization (CCSD)

classes across the entire
district. “We felt it in our
facilities department,” says

Space management is a big

Brian Devereux, PSD.

process for CCSD. “It seems

“Let’s say we had a school

like we reinvent the process

for 550 students that was

every year,” says Ron

designed with two kindergarten

Kramps, Executive Director

classrooms. Before, we
could conduct four classes a

PSD room schedule data for safety & security
implementation phase.

day. So now we essentially

of Facilities Maintenance
and Asset Management
at CCSD. “We’re

need two more kindergarten classrooms even

growing fast, and our growth is starting to outpace

though our enrollment has not increased.

our ability to build in certain areas of the county.”

“Additional legislation is being passed to reduce

CCSD tracks enrollments in each school by grade, but

class sizes, especially for K-3,” continues Devereux.

they have seen projections fall short compared to the

“Everyone supports reducing class sizes because

number of students that actually arrived on the first

it’s a good idea. But our facilities become even

day of school. “Last year, we had more student growth

more mission critical because we need space

than anticipated by a factor of two,” adds Sean Hughes,

to be able to accommodate the changes.”

Director of Operational Planning at CCSD. “We need
to make sure kids have classrooms with seats. If none
are available, then we bring in mobile classrooms.”
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CCSD strives to keep their student-teacher ratios

classroom calculations are loaded with a given number of

smaller than the state has mandated, but there are

students at each school, which is then used to calculate

pockets where schools are more crowded.

the requested budget for teachers,”

“I’m also not convinced we are using all

explains Stefan Otto, Senior Technical

of our space efficiently,” says Kramps. “If

Project Manager with Facilities Technology

there’s room available, people naturally

Services at LAUSD. “So capacity is a

spread out. But we have to get better at

big deal from that point of view.

space management because improving
the utilization of what we have helps

“Our capacity is essentially our supply—

us find available space more quickly.

it measures the supply of space that is
available at any given school. And it’s

“Effective space utilization is also more

often contentious because that supply

cost effective than building new
buildings,” adds Kramps. “But we still
need to build. We had a large addition of

is in competition. Not only do you have
LAUSD's current reporting on
classroom allocation does not relate
to the underlying spatial data.

1,300+ new students this August. That’s
enough to fill an entire school we have not built yet.”
CCSD sees facilities GIS as a

the traditional LAUSD school, you
may also have a charter school that,
by law, can request space on LAUSD

campuses to run its own programs,” says Otto.
LAUSD conducts an annual

likely solution to their space

process called the Capacity

utilization challenges. “We see

Assessment Roadshow, or CAR.

it providing us a much more

The CAR process traditionally

intuitive way for managing

involves the facilities team

space,” says Hughes. “Even

heading out into the field to

if you don’t understand the

interview principals in person.

inner workings of facility

The principals report how many

management, pretty much

classrooms they have and

everyone can understand
a map of a building.
They can say ‘I’m here.

how many are available
In the future, LAUSD's inventory of space and reporting on current
allocation will be generated from the District's repository of spatial data.

for that year. “Availability
means that a room is

This is what’s around me.’ This is going to be really

available for instruction,” continues Otto. “A principal can

useful in space planning when we’re working with the

make a decision to take classrooms out of commission by

principals and building occupants to create specific

putting in something like a parent center with a computer

solutions for each building. We envision a facilities GIS

lab. Though the principals are able to make these kinds

as providing us a tailored space planning experience.”

of space decisions, it has traditionally been done using

2.3.4. Capacity Assessment & Competition for
Space (LAUSD)
Every year, LAUSD has to report the capacity for each
of their schools and campuses. This conveys how many
classrooms are available for instructional purposes. “Our
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inaccurate, paper representations of their schools.
“There’s not as much central control as there should
be. Each school owns the maps it produces, which
often don’t go into much detail, and they can contain
errors. Yet this is the only supporting documentation
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the principals have to declare how many classrooms
are available,” says Otto. “What’s happened over time
are disputes, like a challenge from a charter school. On
further investigation, we often find that the classroom
count was not correct. It took sending people out to
the location with a map to finally find agreement on
how many classrooms were there in the first place.”
LAUSD’s goal is to take a very paper document-driven
process and turn it into an electronic, map-driven

2.4. Challenge: Increasing Threats
Demand Better Safety & Security
The increasing vulnerability of K12 facilities to a
variety of natural and man-made threats must be
better addressed. In the wake of past tragedies, the
lessons learned from them, and the technologies now
available to put those new lessons into practice, our
communities are telling us there are no excuses for being
ill-prepared. K12 school districts need better capabilities
to plan for emergencies,

process. “We want to

monitor situations, and

tie our information to a

respond quickly to

database rather than to

minimize the impacts

a document,” continues

of negative events.

Otto. “Our facilities
GIS technology gives

Not all threats to schools

us a more accurate and

are cataclysmic. They can

transparent representation

take the form of day-

of our true capacity. So

to-day concerns for the

rather than declaring

school’s population and

‘I have this many

facilities, like identifying

classrooms,’ the counts

appropriate drop-off

are based on how the

and pick-up safe zones,

classrooms are tagged in

or creating and posting

our database and how they
appear on the maps our

Puyallup school district's facilities GIS security system.

principals are viewing.
“We are in the pilot phase right now of rolling the
system out into the hands of people at the local sites.
Because it’s a web based tool, we can give them
more data management responsibilities than we
could have otherwise. So not only will our capacity
assessment processes become more efficient,
the field will be informing our central data, which
should help keep information current,” concludes
Otto. “Our full field launch to all principals will
happen either later this year [2015] or next year.”

evacuation route maps.
Even though these

common risks may be less precarious, they still relate
to planning for and maintaining various safety and
security systems and assets—like access control and
surveillance—as well as the personnel who support them.
With facility, safety, and security data often being
confined in disparate systems and silos (including within
people’s minds or on paper in old-fashioned binders),
gaining a holistic view of a school district’s property
portfolio can be labor intensive, if not impossible.
Without a comprehensive perspective that is easily
and immediately accessible, risk analysis, emergency
planning, and emergency response can suffer, ultimately
putting people, property, and assets at greater risk.
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2.4.1. Reducing Emergency Response Times to
School Sites (PSD)
Puyallup School District has a good relationship with
its community, and maintaining that relationship is
paramount. “A critical element is trust,” says Brian
Devereux, PSD. “Much of our community’s trust in
us comes from knowing that we are well-equipped to
ensure the safety of their children from when they get on
the bus, to when they go home. So when the state set
aside $10 million in grant funding to reduce emergency
response times to the facilities of Washington’s 295
school districts, we jumped at the opportunity to apply.”
PSD’s proposal was based on implementing a facilities
GIS platform that would be able to integrate with their
existing security systems. “I’m

“They will be able to see inside the buildings in
addition to the surrounding outdoor areas,” continues
Devereux. “The map will give dispatchers an intuitive
context for where things are and where an incident is
happening. Imagine a high school that serves 1,800
students and has multiple buildings. If dispatch reports
that something is happening at this particular high
school, when the emergency responders arrive, it
could take a few minutes or more for them to get
where they need to be. And in an emergency, we
know that a few minutes can be really important.
“With the safety and security pieces of our facilities
GIS coming together, the 911 dispatchers will soon
be able to get very specific when directing first
responders to incident locations so they can get
there faster. This is, of course, is the goal of

talking about our network’s

the state grant,” concludes Devereux.

security cameras within
and outside our schools.

2.4.2. Preparing for Mother Nature
(BCSD)

I’m also talking about our
entrance control and intercom

Safety and security are paramount for any

systems, among others,”

school district, and BCSD is no exception.

says Devereux. “As these

“We have a system in place,” says Carol

systems get connected by our

Crutchfield, BCSD. “But safety

facilities GIS, we are beginning

processes and

testing with the public safety

procedures are

personnel that need access at

living entities—they

our local 911 dispatch center.

need to constantly
evolve and adapt.”

“The dispatch center has been
described as something out of an
episode of CSI with all the

BCSD facilities GIS: severe weather safety preparation.

big LCD screens,” jests
Devereux. “But seriously, once we finalize the agreement
and get board approval, these 911 dispatchers will be
the end users for the safety and security piece of our
facilities GIS implementation. They will be able to see
live streams from our surveillance cameras and remotely
lock and unlock doors using our entrance controls—
all from the map interface at the dispatch center.
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In the early stages
of their facilities GIS

implementation in 2013, BCSD’s Safety and Security
Office used their facilities GIS for managing situations
as benign as excess traffic at downtown school
locations during drop-off and pick-up times, to more
serious situations such as hurricanes or earthquakes.
“We are connected to publicly available GIS data
like the USGS Earthquake Service and the NOAA

The Value of Facilities GIS to K12 School Districts

Destructive Storm Service that shows hurricane tracks

more and more apparent. “It’s always been part of our

and potential damage cones,” says Crutchfield. “Given

overall plan to bring safety and security into our facilities

we’re just south of Charleston, which happens to be

GIS and we’re working on connecting the relevant data,”

on an earthquake fault, and with hurricanes always a

says Crutchfield. “Whether it’s a dangerous person

possibility here on the coast, the facilities GIS gives us a

getting past the front door or just knowing the locations

consolidated approach to viewing emergency information

and conditions of gas outlets and shut-off valves, we

to better protect our students, staff, and facilities.”

need to be prepared to prevent and manage any kind
of crisis situation. We’ve started showing our local

As BCSD’s phased implementation continues to evolve,

emergency preparedness teams what we have with

new uses for their facilities GIS have been becoming

our facilities GIS solution, and they are very excited.”

3. What is a Facilities GIS?
A facilities GIS brings the data integration, visualization, analytical, and reporting power of geographic information
systems to facility managers and public safety professionals. It uses location as the organizing principle for creating
order out of complex information. By breaking down and connecting data systems and silos, K12 FM professionals
are able to create and amplify strategic outcomes like cost savings, growth, profitability, and risk management.

3.1. It’s All About Connecting Data & Systems
As an integrative technology, instead of
replacing existing software investments,

Spreadsheets

a facilities GIS works collaboratively with
incumbent data and systems like CAD,
BIM, EAM, CAFM, CMMS, IWMS,

Access
Control

Documents

CCTV, access control, scheduling, and
a vast array of related applications. By
georeferencing floor plans and other FM

Floor Plans/Drawings

CCTV
Maps

data to their real-world locations, K12
facility managers gain a more complete
and accurate understanding of their
portfolios—both indoors and outdoors.

BIMs

Facilities GIS

Enterprise Systems

A facilities GIS provides a common
interface that brings together
traditionally disparate data, systems,
and departments. Users can leverage map-

Environmental
Systems
Big Data

Images
Infrastructure
Sensor Analyses
& Utilities
Networks

based visualization, interaction, analysis, and reporting
to create a fact-based decision validation process. This visual approach to facility management provides improved
insight, collaboration, and control over the initiatives that impact a K12 school district’s strategic goals and mission.
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3.2. What Do I Have? Where is It? What
Condition is It In?

3.4. Facilities GIS is a Force Multiplier

We can’t manage what we can’t measure. As the only

help people amplify their efforts to produce more

true spatial technology for FM, facilities GIS provides the

and improved output. Employing force-multiplying

means to not only measure, but visualize the portfolios,

tools means that the people using them get more

campuses, facilities, spaces, infrastructure, and assets we

work done with the same amount of effort.

In general terms, force multipliers are tools that

seek to manage. The ability to interact with and manage
data visually on maps, floor
plans, and graphical

Portfolio Analysis

Research & Policy

representations
(compared to

IT Integration

Unfortunately, the standard
Demographics &
Site Analysis

array of status quo,
stand-alone
FM software

Asset Management

using only

applications
and data silos

pl

Facilities
GIS

understand

e Mu l ti

what they

ie r ~ Fo

more accurately

r

pl

helps users

Internet/Intranet Mapping

M
ce ul ti

rc

spreadsheets)

ie r ~ Fo

tables and

Student Transportation

needed, and

Space Management
Safety, Security
& Preparedness

Ops & Maintenance

when it’s needed.
Facilities GIS also
provides the means to roll up

are being
challenged in
supporting

Capital Planning

have, where
it is, what is

Infrastructure Management

K12 FM
professionals
as they work
to help their
school districts

achieve their objectives.
However, facilities
GIS presents K12 school

map-based reports to more clearly convey FM team

districts with a force multiplying technology for facility

recommendations to management and stakeholders.

management and safety and security. It allows FM
teams to more effectively and directly contribute to

3.3. Support K12 FM Stakeholders
There are many stakeholders in K12 facility management
and public safety organizations, and each needs a
specific solution in order to perform his or her tasks

their school district’s overall mission while supporting
the essential work of different departments.

3.5. Facilities GIS is Already at Work

effectively. Facilities GIS technology solutions help

As represented in Section 2, facilities GIS technologies

K12 school districts solve both tactical and strategic

are already in use at K12 school districts across

challenges throughout the facility lifecycle. Because the

the United States. These solutions are addressing

nature of a facilities GIS is scalable and modular, the

the complex interdependencies of the built and

technology can be implemented in ways that fulfill the

natural environments in ways that are secure,

requirements of a variety of stakeholder roles. As a result,

scalable, efficient, and cost effective—all while

facilities GIS helps K12 FM organizations save time and

embracing existing data, systems, and workflows.

money, protect lives and assets, and create safe and
productive environments for students, faculty, and staff.
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Key Characteristics of a Facilities
GIS Software Solution:

4. Essential Benefits of a
Facilities GIS

•

Embraces and leverages existing enterprise
systems, data, and workflows.

•

Links isolated data silos (e.g., any information
about the people, places, and things located
in both natural and man-made physical
environments), establishing a secure, central
repository of authoritative data—data that is
far more useful and accessible as an integrated
whole than it was within disparate systems.

All stages of K12 facility management and safety

Recognizes that the built environment
includes more than just steel, glass,
and concrete; it also includes people,
landscapes, exterior assets and infrastructure,
communication networks, and other physical
assets operating in a virtual world.

infrastructure, and security management all benefit from

Uses geographic location as the
organizing principle for measuring and
managing all property assets at any scale,
from district-wide capital planning to
individual room number assignments.

4.1. Streamline & Increase the Value
of Data and Incumbent Systems with a
Facilities GIS

•

•

•

•

•

•

Uses authentication protocols to
ensure the security of shared property
information across the organization.
Scales to meet user needs, from tactical
to strategic (i.e., can be leveraged on a
small scale to solve a specific problem,
or scaled up to address enterprisewide facility lifecycle challenges).
Provides visualization and analysis in the
form of intelligible maps, charts, dashboards,
and reports that reveal relationships,
patterns, and trends that help users validate
decisions, improve communications, foster
collaboration, and increase transparency.
Supplies intrinsic features (while also embracing
features of external existing systems) for highly
effective portfolio management, operations
and maintenance, and safety and security.

Save money, save time, save lives, and achieve your
mission.

and security require location-based evaluation of
performance and assets. That means that a facilities GIS
is useful from design and construction or acquisition,
to occupation and move management, to ongoing
maintenance or modification, to divestiture and
disposal. Portfolio management, building operations,
the visualization, analysis, and reporting capabilities
provided by a facilities GIS solution, whether for
daily tactical workflows, strategic decision making,
or communications with portfolio stakeholders.

Today’s data integration and interoperability are the
result of continuous research and development in the
software industry, enhancing GIS technology over the
last three decades in response to the market’s need
to connect growing amounts of data. GIS bridges
all systems—using any combination of deployment
models (e.g., on-premise, hybrid, cloud hosted,
etc.)—to securely present a clear and useful view of
facility data. Facilities GIS technology enables people
to visualize and work with the specific information
they need at any given moment to do their jobs.

4.1.1. Better Decisions with Big Data That
Save Time & Reduce Costs
Most K12 facility management questions and decisions
require location analysis. For example, an organization
may make an inquiry to find the type, status, or condition
of places (buildings, spaces, land), people (building
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owner, operator, occupants) or things (fixed and mobile

and data sources using GIS. Underlying relational

assets, infrastructure). Facilities GIS technology allows

database technologies have evolved so substantially

unlimited queries that can be refined iteratively.

that data integration challenges have been largely
eliminated. Data completeness and accuracy are

The scale and complexity of managing K12 property

usually improved within an FM organization when

typify the challenges of today’s exponential growth

the systems are integrated through standards-based

in information. Tools that make it easier to navigate

workflows. Web services and API integration options

this data continuum can improve daily workflows

have also opened many doors for connecting and

and planning, creating positive impacts on the

exchanging information between existing systems.

efficiency and effectiveness of FM organizations.
Big Data is the popular term used to describe

4.1.3. What Happens to Existing Information
Stored in Current Systems of Record?

working with collections of data sets that are so

Prevailing data sources and systems are embraced

massive and complex that traditional data processing
applications begin to fail. A facilities GIS addresses
two challenges of Big Data—integrating internal and
external data, and effectively translating it to make
it useful and easily (and securely) accessible.
For K12 FM organizations that have an abundance
of Big Data, facilities GIS uses location as the
organizing principle to make sense out of complex
information. Whether graphical, textual, or numerical
data is needed for a query—or all of it combined—a
facilities GIS system quickly assists in finding and
displaying the required information. By improving the
ability to view, understand, question, interpret, and
manage pertinent property information, important
decisions can be quickly validated by facts, saving
the organization time while reducing costs.

4.1.2. Data Consolidation is More Manageable
Than Ever

and leveraged along with existing workflows. No
information has to be migrated to a new system. Instead,
the facilities GIS integrates with existing systems and
taps into all those sources to create a consolidated
view of a K12 school district’s portfolio, from highlevel strategic information down to tactical details.
Data integration isn’t instant, of course. Fortunately,
tools, data standards, and best practices have evolved
and continue to improve. For example, the Facilities
Information Systems Data Model (FISDM) open source
project (www.FISDM.org) is a collection of best practice
information models, cartographic designs, templates,
and data interoperability tools that help facility owners
and operators get started in building an integrated
facilities GIS. The bottom line is that getting data and
systems connected so information can be securely
shared is a manageable and achievable process.

Data is a top concern of K12 school districts

4.1.4. What Happens if Existing Data is
Inaccurate or Missing?

when they are considering the potential adoption

When a K12 school district’s previously isolated systems

of facilities GIS technology. Schools are cautious
because linking software systems together has
historically been difficult and expensive.
The good news is that today, a variety of methods can
be employed to connect enterprise business systems
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get linked together, gaps in the data often become
apparent. For example, users might discover that:
•

Disabilities compliance status information is outof-date and does not reflect as-built realities.

•

School floor plans are based on paper drawings
that are 40 years old and are no longer accurate.
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•

The location of newly installed solar panels has
not yet been documented on building plans
and preventive maintenance schedules.

A facilities GIS solution makes it easier to keep systems
up-to-date so that designated users have secure access
to accurate, complete information.
•

•

•

For missing or obsolete information, geospatial data
gathering is quick using mobile
devices that upload information
directly into the system.

4.2. Improved Communication &
Flexible Levels of Transparency
The ease of displaying information visually in maps (using
data from inside and outside buildings) leads to new
insights. Collaboration with colleagues is more effective
when each person or group can examine the same data
through their own preferred lens.
This creates secure views of the
information that is most relevant
to each user role. Users can

Data discrepancies between
systems of record can be
flagged for resolution.

access information in the office
on their desktop computer or out
in the field on mobile devices.

When a linked system or data
source is updated during the
course of normal workflows,
the new information is made
available to the rest of the
system either instantly or
at scheduled intervals.

With a facilities GIS, users can start

Facilities GIS tools restrict or
enable levels of access for each
user. Using organizationspecific access guidelines,
it’s a simple process
Inventory and inspect spaces, infrastructure,
and assets throughout your facility portfolio.

with available data and improve
it over time to fit the needs of the organization and

to publish interactive
maps, dynamic reports, web-

based educational materials, and other information

the tasks at hand. Facility lifecycle data then follows

to various levels of stakeholders, including:

buildings as they change, from acquisition, construction

•

Planners

or renovation, through decommissioning or demolition.

•

Space Managers

Data is no longer lost when someone retires, a

•

Facility Operations Professionals

contractor is replaced, or an asset changes hands.

•

Security Teams & Public Safety Officers

•

Colleagues within a Department

•

Workers in other Departments

•

Board of Education & Local Government

Rather than abandon or replace systems and data, a

•

Executives, Regulators, and Committees

K12 school district can extend the value of existing

•

State and Federal Grant Sponsors

software, information, and workflows through the

•

Students, Teachers, Staff, and the General Public

4.1.5. Extend the Value of Existing
Systems & Data

comprehensive data integration and interoperability of
a facilities GIS. Increasingly accessible data improves

Facilities GIS technology helps increase transparency

transparency across the organization. A nearly unlimited

by conveying complex topics succinctly within

range of reporting options leads to new insights and

interactive map-based illustrations to better engage

alternatives. Accuracy is improved and duplication of

K12 stakeholders, citizens, or even the media. Facilities

effort is eliminated when information is available in real

GIS also supports increased accountability by making

time and can be securely shared with those who need it.
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it fast and easy to create summary maps and reports in
response to requests. These reports are often used as
a catalyst to initiate communication and collaboration.

4.5. Highly Adaptable & Scalable, from
Strategic to Tactical
Its underlying relational database structure enables a

4.3. Manage the Indoors & Outdoors
Together

facilities GIS system to move fluidly between macro-

Historically, floor plan and interior asset information

or narrow criteria can be selected, and the system will

has been maintained in separate software systems

pull up exactly that information and display it in the

from those used for site plans and exterior assets.

requested format. These data structures can also be

This separation used to constrain the ability of FM

published and shared as web services for use in a variety

professionals to manage property portfolios efficiently.

of end-user and stakeholder applications and workflows.

Today, a facilities GIS pulls together and maps all
locations of an entire portfolio and its regional

4.5.1. Flexible Timeframes and Levels of
Context

surroundings with collective ease, whether features and

K12 facility and safety and security managers can bring

assets are inside the building envelope, outdoors, or
underground. Because facilities GIS applications span
the entire building lifecycle, artificial boundaries are
eliminated. Indoor information—like floor plans, security
features, and asset locations—can now be viewed and
assessed in combination with outdoor information—
like site maps, landscape maintenance maps, and
infrastructure assets—more accurately reflecting a
school district’s property as it exists in real life.

4.4. Mobility Improves Efficiency
The mobility framework of a facilities GIS lets users
view and interact with property data on mobile devices,
search information that is important to them, and find
key points of interest on a map. Working seamlessly
across the portfolio, authorized users can also perform
work in the field, like conducting space audits,
inventorying and inspecting assets, editing existing

level and micro-level orientations, delivering information
within desired parameters. Any combination of broad

anything into their view that’s relevant to their current
inquiry and suppress all irrelevant data. With a facilities
GIS, visualization and reporting are fast and easy at
any level. Things that were impossible before, or might
have taken days or months, can be done in minutes,
positively impacting efficiency and effectiveness.
Innovation is also fostered in planning and execution,
from daily workflows to big-picture planning.
K12 FM professionals can work with current
information, bring up historical information, or apply
GIS pattern and trend detection to analyze assets over
time and plan for future needs. In short, users can
securely access the right data, in the right context,
and at the right scale and timeframe for effective
visualization, analysis, management, and action.

4.5.2. Full Scalability

data, and designing new map features and scenarios.

K12 FM teams can use facilities GIS technology to

Users can create inspection records associated with

zoom in and out to any scale—from an individual space

items while capturing and attaching photos to ensure

or asset, to a building, campus, or the entire district.

all facility and infrastructure data stays current and
accurate. All the information captured and modified in

Some people work primarily at one scale, such as a

the field automatically synchronizes to the database.

maintenance worker who inputs a work order resolution
status each time a service request is completed. Others
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may work at many scales throughout the day, such as a portfolio manager who assesses multi facility consolidation
options to reduce overhead. This might include broad-scale queries like a comparison of public transportation routes
and highway access for employees and students at potential new building sites, and narrow-scale assessments like
mapping existing CCTV locations to help estimate security network upgrade costs within a building or across the district.

4.6. A Facilities GIS is Highly Secure
Facilities GIS provides controls that govern authentication and authorization, constraining what each user
can access. The security framework is role-based* in order to meet rigorous data security standards.
* Each person logging in can only access what their role permits.

5. How Does A Facilities GIS Support the Facility Lifecycle?
Facilities GIS technology addresses a wide variety of

strategic mission. Facilities GIS technology uses

challenges that span the facility lifecycle, some of which

spatial intelligence as a force multiplier to help users

were discussed by four U.S. school districts in Section

better visualize, validate, and utilize the aggregation

2 of this paper. A facilities GIS can incorporate nearly

of property, asset, and infrastructure data. Users can

any data source, including floor plans from BIMs or

leverage graphical maps to compare indoor floor plans,

CAD drawings, infrastructure and linear asset maps,

outdoor site plans, financial data, asset attributes, and

transportation routes, regional demographics, registrar

demographics—any data that is relevant to planning

planning data, and weather/hazard information—

and managing a K12 school district property portfolio.

the possible data sources are nearly limitless.
Facilities GIS software is the force-multiplying

A facilities GIS portfolio planning and management
technology should include solutions for tasks like:
•

Portfolio Analysis

into a comprehensive model. This integration

•

Portfolio Optimization

provides a holistic view of local, regional, national, or

•

Demographic Analysis

international property portfolios. As a result, users

•

Site Analysis

platform that aggregates data from disparate sources

better understand the micro- and macro-level inner
workings of their property to effectively address
key lifecycle challenges in three key areas: portfolio
management, operations, and safety and security.

5.1. Portfolio Planning & Management
Identifying, Inventorying, Analyzing, Validating, and
Managing K12 Property Assets, Owned or Leased

5.2. Operations & Maintenance
Estimating and Managing Lifecycle Costs,
Optimizing Space Utilization, Managing Leases, and
Meeting Compliance Requirements
The ability to visualize facilities on a map and query
associated information empowers K12 FM professionals
to find more ways to reduce costs and prolong the life of

Facilities GIS software helps users substantiate critical
decisions about facilities and capital investment or
divestment that best align with a K12 school district’s

assets. Facilities GIS brings focus to previously isolated
and complex data by letting users visualize it on graphical
maps—just as it is seen in the real world. Facilities
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Trend to Watch:
Crowdsourcing Spatial Data

GIS technology also provides facility managers

K12 school districts use contractors in varying degrees,
whether it is maintenance, renovation, construction, or
assessments, etc. A facilities GIS gives K12 FM leaders
the ability to define access levels for contractors—as well
as principals and staff—so these constituents can not only
use existing data, but they can also update the system with
information tied to the work being done or the changes
taking place.

manage and maintain facilities, spaces, assets, and

“We have been developing a crowdsource concept to spatial
data. If you think about the traditional way of operating a
school district, the architects and engineers would draw up
plans and go to some central records management location,
and then sit at workstations drafting changes to CAD files or
spatial databases.
“We’re still doing a level of that, but classroom names are
changing daily, portable buildings are coming and going,
semi-temporary structures are being put up and removed,
fields are being repurposed, and there are local greenery and
gardening projects going on at sites. A lot of these initiatives
are local, where the principal has enough autonomy to do
the work on his or her own. Historically, we’ve never been
able to keep up with that level of record keeping.
“One of the problems, again, is if you don’t have a map,
people can’t accurately report back the information. I think
once that map is there, that the crowdsourcing concept
of this data becomes relevant. We could literally put our
facilities GIS in front of a principal and say, ‘Hey, your
classroom numbers are wrong. Please go into our web-based
tool, view your floor plans on the map, and renumber them.’ “
- Tchie Tao, formerly the Director Facilities Technology Services
at the Los Angeles Unified School District

the software features necessary to proactively
infrastructure to better control property lifecycle costs.
Facilities GIS operations and maintenance technology
should include solutions for tasks like:
•

Space Assignment & Utilization

•

Asset & Infrastructure Management

•

Capital Planning

•

Energy/Sustainability Management

•

Move Management

•

Compliance Management

•

Lease Management

5.3. Safety & Security Management
Securing and Protecting People and Assets
With facilities GIS technology, users can employ
graphical maps to accurately visualize locations
of people and assets (both indoors and out), how
they relate to their environment, and whether there
are specific emergency response requirements—all
critical insights to managing crises and protecting
lives and property. Planners and first responders
have immediate access to accurate information
about who and what is near and inside buildings.
Users can generate impact reports, maps, and

“Now, our contractors are not only viewing information in
our facilities GIS, we are in the process of giving them access
to add and edit information in the system. This will help
broaden the scope of usable data in our facilities GIS while
keeping our information current despite the small size of our
in-house team.
“We recently put out an RFP for storm water and pavement
assessments. We built in a requirement that the resulting
data would have to be provided in a format that would read
back into our facilities GIS. This worked out very well. We
gave them the schema for how to format the data and there
was very little effort to bring it into our system. It was all very
seamless and now we can see where we have deficiencies in
our storm water system and paved areas right on the map.”
- Carol Crutchfield, Planning Coordinator for the
Beaufort County School District, South Carolina
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intelligence packages, in print and digital formats,
that help securely convey emergency action plans to
management, first responders, and other stakeholders.
Facilities GIS safety and security management
technology should include solutions for tasks like:
•

Risk Analysis

•

Security Planning

•

Incident Response

•

Access Control

•

Event Management

•

Security Monitoring/CCTV

The Value of Facilities GIS to K12 School Districts

Facilities GIS Supports an Array of Roles & Functions
Throughout the Facility Lifecycle
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With facilities GIS K12 property management tools, information about the entire portfolio as well as its buildings, assets, and occupants is
accessible over time for each facility management function and role. Every user of the system can set his or her preferred views and reports
with equal ease. Every user can choose data queries, mapping options, and data sets using straightforward menus. The system easily adapts
to show authorized users exactly what they need to know in order to do their jobs.
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6. Implementation Strategies
Because facilities GIS technology integrates all aspects

system, collaboration extends within an organization

of facilities, it might seem that a comprehensive

over time as colleagues ask questions and see

institution-wide rollout is required to make sure

opportunities to solve their own problems. For example,

everything and everyone is part of the master plan.

a typical advancement from “crawl” to “walk” would

In reality, an incremental, organic approach will work

move the facilities GIS into production, including:

just as well—and will satisfy modest budgets.

1. Establishing data interoperability with
existing enterprise systems.

Facilities GIS technology does not require that
every building and every piece of data be integrated
before it’s useful. A K12 FM organization can get
started by focusing on a single, pressing challenge.
As data is gathered, the facilities GIS brings focus
and clarity to the information, allowing users to
visualize it in ways that identify opportunities. As
the initial problem is rapidly resolved, it will become
clear to leadership and colleagues alike how a
facilities GIS solution can address the broad range of
challenges faced by K12 FM professionals today.

Crawl
Address a single challenge in a pilot project that
returns quick, measurable success—usually within days
or weeks. For example, an FM professional may:
1. Start with a simple campus viewer.

2. Implementing data authoring solutions.
3. Addressing a wider variety of business challenges.
The “walk” phase confirms the power of integration
and authoritative data. It clearly demonstrates
how to engage across the data and functional
silos for portfolio management, operations and
maintenance, and safety and security.

Run
In this phase, the facilities GIS becomes part of
the enterprise. Once several systems of record are
integrated, perspective, scale, and transparency
increase both in daily workflows and as information
is rolled up to the management level.
Innovation starts to play a big role during this stage as

2. Load only the data that’s needed to address
a specific business challenge (e.g., space
data to tackle a space utilization issue).

the breadth of stakeholder use flourishes. People who

3. Start working! Engage mobile and desktop users
to quickly identify opportunities for better utilizing
spaces in ways that can reduce costs in your district.

in their jobs. They might use new queries to analyze

As return on investment is realized in the “crawl”
phase, it almost always results in a broader
understanding of facilities GIS, which promotes
wider adoption into the “walk” phase.

Walk
In this phase, the initial success from the “crawl”
experience gains momentum. By participating in the
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are comfortable using the system start pushing it in
new directions to respond to situations that come up
building performance in ways that were not previously
possible. They could generate color-coded heat maps
that communicate operational trends in a faster,
more persuasive manner than spreadsheets or tables
did in the past. They might even geoenrich datasets
and maps with optimized demographic information
for improved new property assessment or disposal
scenarios. The potential uses are virtually endless, both
within the K12 FM organization and outside of it.

The Value of Facilities GIS to K12 School Districts

Just Run!
It is indeed possible to skip the “crawl and walk” stages and start with the “run” stage for a district-wide implementation
of a facilities GIS. What’s required is an executive-level champion who has the power and influence to prioritize the
efficiencies that a fast, comprehensive rollout can bring. The champion is usually someone who is comfortable with
current technologies and is skilled as a change agent.

7. Summary and Next Steps
Facilities GIS technology is already in use in K12
school districts today.
•

•

•

Portfolio Management: Geospatial tools help FM
professionals substantiate critical decisions about
facilities and capital investment or divestment that
best align with a K12 school district’s strategic
mission. Facilities GIS technology uses spatial
intelligence as a force multiplier to help users better
visualize, validate, and utilize the aggregation of
property, building, asset, and infrastructure data.
Operations Management: Facilities GIS technology
provides the tools necessary for K12 facility
management professionals to better manage
occupants, spaces, assets, and infrastructure
within a building, on a campus, and across the
district, significantly aiding in the reduction
of property and facility lifecycle costs.
Safety & Security Management: Facilities GIS
provides the means to accurately visualize locations
of people and assets (both indoors and out), how
they relate to their surroundings, and whether there
are specific emergency response requirements—all
critical insights for managing crises, protecting lives
and property, and maintaining community trust.

Facilities GIS can be an important decision support and
operations enabling solution that delivers tremendous
value to any K12 organization that is dependent on
their facilities portfolio to achieve their mission.

Get Started in 3 Easy Steps
1. Download the "Data Value Proposition for GIS &
the Facility Manager" White Paper
Given the advantages that Facilities GIS is delivering to
organizations of all sizes and scopes, we are now seeing
an inflection point in the industry. The early adopters are
proving the value proposition every day. As we enable the
movement of data across system and format boundaries,
the value of that initial data investment is multiplied several
fold. At the end of the day, it’s all about the data...
Download Now to Read More:
www.penbaysolutions.com/white-papers

2. Get a Proof of Concept
The best way to get started is to do a small pilot project
using current data. This is most effective when focused
on a specific challenge, like placing all building locations
on the same campus map, or pulling in data for one
floor of a building. It’s much easier to understand the
power and implications of the tools when familiar
real-life data is used in an interactive example.
Once that information is integrated into the facilities
GIS system, it’s easy to experiment with scaling to
different views, such as looking at building footprints
on a site map, zooming down into space and fixed
asset details on a floor plan, or running a query.
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Working with a basic set of existing data is the fastest

Or Reach Out To:

way to get a clear idea of what’s possible. A proof of

Esri and PenBay Solutions invite you to discover

concept facilitates discussions with other stakeholders

ways that you can leverage our technologies

and also helps determine the scope of a proposal for

and expertise in your own organization.

the technology. So don’t hesitate in pursuing a proof of

•

Richard Koochagian, R.A., COO & Education
Practice Lead, PenBay Solutions, LLC
+1 (703) 537-9092
rkoochagian@penbaysolutions.com

•

George Dailey, Education Administration/Operations
Manager, Esri
+1 (214) 649-3950 | gdailey@esri.com

concept implementation—after all, seeing is believing.

3. Contact Us for More Information
For more information or to get started on your proof of
concept, please email info@facilitiesaremissioncritical.com
and visit facilitiesaremissioncritical.com/get-started to learn
some ways you can get started with facilities GIS.
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